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ABSTRACT

The aim of this paper is to explain the principal
mechanisms for the reduction in power demand by so
called “Energy Saving Devices” (ESDs). This paper
follows a similar approach as taken by Wald (1965) and
Dyne (1995), where the authors use considerations of the
momentum and energy equations.
Different energy saving concepts are evaluated on their
contribution to the abatement of energy losses. The
discussion on hydrodynamic mechanisms is then focused
on Pre- or Upstream Ducts where four different
mechanisms are hypothesized. The effect of these
mechanisms is then investigated for a systematically
varied series of Pre-Ducts on an axisymmetric body in
deeply submerged conditions. It is concluded that the
benefits of this Pre-Duct configuration do not come from
the same principles as used by ducts around propellers,
nor that they come from an improved propeller-hull
interaction. It is recommended to further study the
remaining hypothesis that a Pre-Duct conditions the flow
into the propeller in a favorable way so that the propeller
operates at a higher efficiency.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

This paper aims to review working mechanisms of
frequently used Energy Saving Devices. Before
discussing the working principles, the energy losses
produced by an open propeller, and a method to assess the
effect of propeller-hull interaction on delivered power is
reviewed. After a review of working mechanisms, the
discussion is focused on the principles of pre- or upstream
ducts. Four different mechanisms are hypothesized, which
are subsequently investigated by CFD computations on a
systematically varied series of Pre-Ducts on an
axisymmetric deeply submerged body. The paper
concludes with an evaluation of these mechanisms for the
Pre-Duct and draws conclusions on the computational
modeling of the propeller in CFD computations.
2.

Let us start with the relatively simple case of a deeply
submerged axisymmetric hull in an axial flow as depicted
in Figure 1.
An interesting property of the velocity distribution in this
plane follows from Newton’s second law. The resistance
force that is experienced by the hull due to the water flow,
is completely represented by the change in momentum
flux between the incoming, undisturbed momentum flux,
and the outgoing momentum flux at the considered
transverse exit plane in the wake.

Figure 1 Velocity profile in the wake of the bare hull. The
hatched area in the velocity profile indicates the hull induced
velocities.
We now introduce a propeller, to counteract the resistance
force on the hull (see

), and observe that the wake and the resistance of the hull
have changed due to the propeller suction. We can now
rewrite the momentum equation as follows (see e.g. Wald
(1965)):

RP − T = ρ

∫u

x

(u x − U 0 ) dA

(1)

AWP

Where RP = resistance force on the hull with active
propeller and subscript P refers to the self propelled
condition.

ENERGY BALANCE CONSIDERATIONS

This section aims at introducing the energy loss terms in
the wake of the propelled ship, which fully accounts for
the power required to propel the ship.

Figure 2 Velocity profile in the wake of the self propelled
hull. The hatched area in the velocity profile indicates the
propeller induced velocities.
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hrust force shhould
For a steaddy state conddition, the th
balance the rresistance forcce RP of the hull, implyingg that
the right hannd side of (1) equals
e
zero. Please
P
note thaat the
resistance off the hull in the self prop
pelled conditiion is
likely to be ddifferent from
m the resistancce of the baree hull,
the differencce being accounted for by a thrust deduuction
fraction t:

T (1 − t ) = Rbh

(2)

An importannt conclusion from Newton
n’s second law
w and
the momentuum balance consideration
n is that whaatever
ESD we moount to the hull,
h
it does not
n produce a net
change in moomentum fluxx between in and
a outflow pplane,
as long as thhe ship movess at a steady speed.
s
This im
mplies
that a channge in propelller thrust, cannot
c
directlly be
ower requirem
ment.
interpreted aas a gain or loss in po
Consequentlyy, all effects of
o ESDs must appear througgh an
effect in the eenergy losses in the flow.
These energyy losses are obtained
o
from a consideratiion of
the energy bbalance of a control
c
volume that containns the
ship-propulsoor system. This
T
energy balance in w
words
states that thhe power needed to propell the ship muust be
equal to the hhydraulic lossses that can bee traced back iin the
wake of thhe ship. The energy balaance for thee self
propelled shiip in steady sttate, can thus be
b written as:

PD = AXLWP + PR
RESLWP + TRA
ANSLWP

(3)

The three looss terms onn the right hand
h
side caan be
expressed inn local velociities and presssures by appplying
the conservaation laws to a control surfface in a fluidd. An
additional teerm is presentt in the pressu
ure loss term
m, that
should be exxpressed in teerms of heat.. This energyy flux
results from
m a conversioon of kinetic energy into heat
caused by visscous dissipattion.
Let us now ttake a closer look at the diifferent loss tterms.
The rationalle for this annalysis is that if we know
w the
magnitude annd the origin of the energy
y loss, we maay be
able to recovver part of these energy lossses with an Ennergy
Saving Devicce.
To

this

end

Figure 3 deefines the diifferent (timee averaged) axial
velocity proffiles that can be distinguish
hed in the waake of
the ship and the constitutinng componentts.

Fig
gure 3 Axial vellocity profiles in the wake off the ship, the
propeller andd the hull
2.1.1 Axia
al energy lossses

The axial lossess for a deeeply submerg
ged and selff
prop
pelled axisymm
metric body cconsist of the retarded flow
w
by th
he hull resistaance, and of th
the accelerated
d flow by thee
prop
pulsor.
The propulsor produces thrustt by acceleratting the flow
w
ugh the propeller disk, thhereby increassing both thee
throu
axiall momentum and the enerrgy flux in axial directionn
(See
Figu
ure 3). For a given thhrust, the reequired axiall
acceleration of th
he flow folloows from thee momentum
m
m that, the axiaal component of the energyy
equaation and from
flux..
The term “axial lo
osses” is also uused in the acttuator disk
model for a propeller, where thee propeller is represented
by a disk in a non--viscous flow,, which exertss an axial
owing
forcee on the flow. This model yyields the follo
relattion for the axial losses in thhe far field :

AXL
Li = ∫∫ 12 ρ ⎡⎣( ux20 − U 02 ) ⎤⎦ u x 0 ddA

(4)

AJ

Thesse propeller ax
xial losses aree accounted fo
or by the welll
know
wn ideal efficciency ηi , whhich solely deepends on thee
prop
peller loading CT :

ηi ≡

TU 0
2
=
AXLi 1 + 1 + CT

(5)

Wheere AXLi refeers to the axiall losses in thee actuator diskk
model

CT =

1
2

T
ρ U02 AP

and AP = propeller disk area.
water conditio
ons, the non-For a real propelller in open w
orm velocity
y distributioon and visscous lossess
unifo
contrribute to addittional axial loosses.
Axiaal losses cann
not easily be sseparated in a real flow ass
the origin
o
of the change in axial
al velocity can
nnot be traced..
Thesse combined losses in the propeller-hulll system willl
be referred to as axial losses AXLWP in th
he following,,
ke of the selff
wherre the subscriipt WP referss to the Wak
Prop
pelled conditio
on.
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The non-unifform velocity distribution does
d
have an eeffect
on the axial llosses, as wass demonstrated
d for the wakee of a
waterjet by S
Scherer et al. [2001]. The effect of the nonuniformity oof this wake was
w computed
d to give 2 too 3%
more axial kkinetic energyy losses than a uniform ouutflow
would give aat the same thrrust coefficien
nt.
2.1.2 Pressure lossses

The pressuree losses and thhe viscous disssipation term
m, will
be referred too as Pressure Losses
L
in the following:

PRESLWP =

∫∫ ( p − p ) u
0

xWP

dA + ψ dissW
WP

(6)

AWP

2.1.3 Transverse losses

Together wiith the axial losses, theree is an outfluux of
transverse kiinetic energyy in the wakee. These so ccalled
transverse loosses consist to a large ex
xtent of rotattional
losses for a propeller in open water conditions.
c
Inn self
propelled conndition, the trransverse velo
ocities are likeely to
increase due to the slope of
o the buttocks and waterlinnes in
the aftbody oof the hull. Thhe transverse losses are deefined
by the energgy flux contaaining the tan
ngential and rradial
velocity com
mponents:

TRANSLWP =

∫∫

1
2

ρ ⎡⎣ur20 + uφ20 ⎤⎦ u x 0 dA

(7)

AWP

Analogous too the axial loosses, the non
n-uniformity iin the
wake also caauses an increease in tranveerse energy loosses.
This is caussed by the finnite number of blades andd the
radial load ddistribution ovver the bladess of a propelller in
open water. In addition, a non-uniform
m inflow field from
oading distribbution
the hull causses a variatioon in radial lo
over the proppeller blade, thereby
t
causin
ng extra transsverse
energy lossess.
3.

It sh
hould be noted
d here that thee ideal efficieency accountss
for axial
a
kinetic energy
e
losses in the non-viscous flow inn
whicch an actuato
or disk repreesents the prropeller. Thiss
actuaator disk conssists of a thinn disk with a uniform loadd
distrribution, causiing a sudden ppressure jump
p in the flow..
This model does consequentlyy not account for the finitee
mber of bladees nor does it account for
fo the radiall
num
loadiing distributio
on, which dooes cause add
ditional lossess
(see e.g. Olsen [20
004]).
e
of th
he different prropeller lossess is presentedd
An estimate
in Fiigure 4. This graph shows a comparison
n between thee
ideall efficiency and
a
the openn water efficciencies of a
repreesentative fou
ur bladed B seeries propellerr with a bladee
AE / A0 =0.70 for thrree different pitch
are ratio
r
p
settings..
The operating range
r
of int
nterest is indicated withh
c
,
repreesentative thrust loading vvalues for a containership,
an LNG
L
carrier an
nd a tanker.
Figu
ure 4 shows that
t
a major ppart of the lossses is causedd
AXL0 (approxx. 16 to 26 %
by axial kinetic en
nergy losses A
point), the higheest thrust loaading CT producing
p
thee
highest axial lossees. The sum off the rotationaal and viscouss
lossees ranges from
m approx. 177-19% point. The ratio off
thesee losses can be affected bby the choicee of propellerr
rotattion rate and
d propeller ppitch. For a given thrustt
requ
uirement, a hig
gher pitch anggle will reducce the rotationn
speed and will thu
us reduce the vviscous lossess at the cost off
higher rotational losses.

ASS
SESSMENT OF
O ENERGY LOSSES
L
3.1 Prropeller Open
n Water Analy
ysis

To get an aappreciation of
o the magnitu
ude of the ennergy
losses by a ppropeller, we will
w consider the propeller open
water case hhere. A extenssive study on
n the energy llosses
typical for a propeller in open water has
h been publlished
by Olsen [20004].
To find the rrelation with thhe energy lossses, the open w
water
efficiency η0 can be writteen as:

η0 = 1 −

AXL
L0 VISCL0 ROTL0
−
−
PD
PD
PD

(8)

It is noted that the sum
m of the pressure lossess and
transverse loosses, as idenntified in the preceding secction,
have been reeplaced by thee sum of loss terms that reffer to
the origin oof the loss, i.c. viscosity and rotation.. The
reason is thhat this classsification bettter links up with
existing literaature and withh the often non
n-viscous poteential
flow codes foor propeller annalysis.
The axial looss term can be approxim
mated by the ideal
efficiency:

ηi 1 −

AXL
L0
PD

(9)

Fig
gure 4 Relativee energy loss teerms for B-series propeller
P/D=1 .0
3.2 Propeller-hull interaaction

A claassical treatment of the eneergy losses in the propeller-hull interaction prroblem is givven by Wald [1965]. Waldd
ves relations for the thrrust deductio
on and ideall
deriv
efficciency of an actuator
a
disk tthat is used as
a a model inn
whicch both potenttial flow as w
well as viscouss wake effectss
are important.
i
Wald thereby liimits his considerations too
the effect
e
of propeeller-hull interraction on thee axial energyy
lossees AXLWP .
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It is found that the thrust deduction fraction t tends to
decrease when the propeller is located in a region of
retardation of the flow due to viscous effects, but tends to
increase when the wake retardation is due to potential
flow effects. The efficiency is influenced in opposite
directions by these conditions.
Wald derives an expression for the ideal efficiency
including the effect of thrust deduction and wake, which
can be written in the following form:

ηi behind =

2
1 − wv +

(1 + CT )

(10)

Where wv = viscous component of the wake, which can
be obtained from the difference in total pressures in the
propeller plane (without active propeller), from:
1
2

ρU 02 (1 − wv ) + p0 = 12 ρ u12 + p1

(11)

Where subscript 1 refers to the propeller plane when the
propeller is absent, corresponding to the nominal viscous
component of the wake.
In the case of a ducted propeller, a similar relation is
obtained for the ideal efficiency (actuator disk in a free
stream) by e.g. Oosterveld (1970):

ηi =

2
1 + 1 + τ CT

(12)

Where τ = TP T T the ratio between propeller thrust and
total thrust.
This ratio deviates from unity in the case of a propeller
duct for example, but can also be used to express the
effect of a thrust deduction fraction on efficiency, thereby
assuming a uniform flow through the disk. In the case of
an accelerating duct, the thrust ratio τ is smaller than
unity and an increase in ideal efficiency occurs. This
thrust ratio has a unique relation with the mean velocity
through the propeller disk (Oosterveld 1970):

(

uP
1
=
1+
U 0 2τ

(1 + τ CT ) )

(13)

When we now know the change in mass flow through the
propeller disk, due to e.g. a propeller duct or a Pre-Duct,
we can in principle compute the thrust ratio τ (equivalent
to the change in thrust deduction factor (1 − t ) ), which
then gives us the change in ideal efficiency. This
procedure is based on the assumption that the change of
the effective viscous wake fraction wv with propeller
suction, is similar to the change in nominal wake (without
propeller). This assumption is likely to be limited to the
lighter thrust loadings only (say CT < 1 ).
The effect of a duct resulting in a change in mass flux
through the propeller disk, as well as by a change of the
viscous wake fraction, can now be estimated from eq.
(10) once detailed data on velocities and pressures are
available from CFD. This will be demonstrated in the
worked example on Pre-Ducts.

4.

WORKING PRINCIPLES OF ESDs

The previous chapter has classified the energy losses that
occur in the wake of a self propelled ship. With this
knowledge, we attempt to better understand the working
mechanisms of three different types of ESDs.
To this end, it is convenient to study the effect of ESDs
on a simple body (e.g. axisymmetric) in deeply
submerged condition (no free surface) in a potential flow.
And from thereon, gradually add complexity, so as to
make a step towards a more 3D ship afterbody in a double
body flow (still no free surface), to then add viscosity and
finally add the free surface. Although it is realized that
ESDs might affect the wavemaking drag, this effect is
considered of secondary importance and will
subsequently be neglected in the following.
The following considerations deal with a 3D ship in a
double body, potential flow, unless indicated otherwise.
It is interesting to see what is happening in a potential
flow when we mount a fin to the aftbody, e.g. to improve
the flow into the propulsor. Although a non-lifting body
would have a zero contribution to the resistance, a finite
fin does contribute to the drag through the shed trailing
vortex system, causing the total force vector to act with a
component in the downstream x-direction because of the
shed vortex system. The strength of the shed vortices in a
potential flow follow from application of the Kutta
Condition at the Trailing Edge of the fin or foil. This
vortex system occurs in the downstream outlet plane as
tangential velocities that represent transverse momentum,
which is at the cost of the axial momentum for equal
power input. The resulting velocity deficit in x-direction
is associated with the induced drag of the foil. Only in the
case of an infinite 2D foil or a circular foil with equal
loading distribution, no vortices will be shed and the foil
system may deliver an internal load in x-direction.
However, it still will not deliver a positive contribution to
thrust.
A passive foil system (fixed to the hull) might however
produce a net thrust to the system, if this foil system is
placed in the propeller induced velocity field.
4.1 Pre-Ducts

Before considering Pre-Ducts or upstream mounted ducts,
let us first consider the duct of a ducted propeller. The
reason that a nozzle or duct around a propeller is
contributing positively to the overall efficiency is because
it accelerates the flow through the propeller plane (pump
action), thereby increasing the mass flux through the
propeller (eq. (13)) which gives rise to a higher ideal
efficiency (equivalent to lower axial kinetic energy losses
eq. (10)). For this purpose, the nozzle is best mounted as
close to the propeller as possible, since the actuator
induced velocities will disappear gradually with
downstream and upstream distance to the actuator.
We thus conclude that the duct from a ducted propeller
effectively reduces the axial kinetic energy losses.
Furthermore, by increasing the flow rate through the
propeller disk, it may also increase the capture of viscous
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wake through the propeller disk, thereby increasing the
propeller-hull interaction contribution to the efficiency,
according to Wald [1965]. The net contribution to
efficiency of this viscous wake effect depends on the
fraction of the viscous wake through the propeller disk.
These two efficiency enhancing mechanisms (increase of
flow rate and viscous wake fraction) can also be assigned
to Pre-Ducts. It should be noted here however, that due to
the reduction of actuator induced velocities with distance
from the actuator, the upstream duct must necessarily be
less efficient in a potential flow than a duct mounted in
the propeller (actuator) plane.
Based on the above considerations and experience in
analyzing Pre-Ducts, the following working mechanisms
are hypothesized for a Pre-Duct:
1.

Increasing the mass flow through the propeller,
resulting in lower axial losses by the propeller. This
is also the a main principle of a ducted propeller.
2. Use of propeller hull interaction to reduce axial
losses (through increase of the viscous wake fraction
wv) or decrease of thrust deduction t.
3. To increase uniformity of the far wake by reducing
effects of non-uniformity through:
a. Changing the radial thrust distribution of the
propeller. If more thrust is generated at lower
radii, this could result in a reduction of the torque
and with that of the efficiency. It must be noted
that the radial thrust distribution can also be
altered by changing the radial pitch distribution
of a propeller. If this gives a positive effect, the
radial distribution of the propeller is probably not
optimal.
b. Changing
the
circumferential
velocity
distribution into the propeller. If the propeller
inflow is more uniform, it is expected that the
thrust distribution will also be more uniform.
This could lead to a more uniform slipstream and
with that less kinetic losses in the slipstream.
c. Non-uniformity effects of propeller thrust
distribution on thrust deduction. If the propeller
loading is higher close to the hull, this is likely to
increase thrust deduction.
d. The duct can re-direct the flow in axial direction
to the propeller. This will have a positive effect
on a more evenly distributed blade loading in
circumferential direction, which will give the
same benefits as mentioned under the three
previous effects
4. In case of extensive flow separation on the aft ship,
the Pre-Duct could lead to a decrease of the extent of
the separated flow over the aft ship. This would result
in a reduction of the viscous pressure resistance,
which would appear in a reduced thrust deduction.
The case of a Pre-Duct on an axisymmetric body is
worked out in the following section.

4.2 Pre- and post swirl stators

As discussed in the introduction to this section, passive
fin systems can never improve the overall efficiency of
the propulsor-ship system by creating thrust. It possibly
could alleviate the resistance, particularly by interfering
favourably with the Free Surface. When looking at the
energy losses that are created by the propulsor-hull
system, we can however distinguish rotational losses that
could be recovered, either by a secondary rotating
propeller like system (e.g. in the case of contra rotating
propellers, a Grim’s vane wheel or a PBCF), or by static
stators either mounted upstream or downstream of the
propeller. These devices are then to decrease the
rotational kinetic energy losses at the benefit of increasing
the axial kinetic energy and momentum flux, and thus
thrust.
When mounting a pre- or post swirl stator, a redistribution
of torque between stator and propeller occurs in such a
way that the propeller blades are more heavily and
uniformly loaded, resulting in a reduction of rotation rate
of the propeller at equal thrust. This in turn, also reduces
the viscous losses incurred by the propeller.
4.3 Rudder bulbs

The effect of a rudder bulb has been studied in detail by
doing a large number of CFD computations, using
different computational models to represent the propeller.
Amongst the different models, actuator disks with and
without swirl production were used, as well as a RANSBEM coupling, where the propeller was modeled through
a BEM method.The results of this study indicate that the
benefit of a rudder bulb can both be attributed to a smaller
thrust requirement, as well as to a relatively lower torque
demand.
4.4 Combined systems

If Energy Saving structures are going to be fitted, it
makes sense to investigate whether or not multiple energy
loss reductions can be achieved. And although there is
often a coupling between the four different types of
energy losses (axial kinetic, transverse (often largely
rotational) kinetic, viscous and non-uniformity losses, it is
to be investigated whether this coupling is sufficiently
weak to successfully abate losses simultaneously.
Successful examples of combined systems are Contra
Rotating propellers (primarily rotational losses, but also
viscous losses and axial losses), Mewis duct (axial,
rotational and non-uniformity losses), as well the Grim’s
Vane Wheel (axial, rotational).
5.

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF A PRE-DUCT
5.1 Set-up of systematic Pre-Duct series

To verify, or better falsify, the hypotheses on the working
mechanisms of a Pre-Duct, this sections summarizes
some of the results of CFD computations with the
MARIN RANS solver REFRESCO on the powering
performance of a systematically varied Pre-Duct series,
mounted on an axisymmetric body. Pre-Ducts are chosen
here because their energy saving mechanisms are not free
of debate.
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The rationalee behind the choice
c
for an axisymmtric body
has a numbeer of reasons. First, it yield
ds an axisymm
metric
flow into thhe propeller, avoiding th
he effects off any
circumferenttial velocity gradients. Secondly, iit is
computationaally efficient.. And thirdly, it allows foor the
energy considerations as used
u
by Wald (1965).
P
is designed, keeeping
A systematicc series of Pre-Ducts
both the proofile geometryy and the lead
ding edge possition
the same. Thhe loading onn the Pre-Du
uct is increaseed by
moving the trailing edge outward (from Duct D1), with
one additionaal duct D7, haaving the lighttest loading.
The compuutational dom
main consistts of two large
cylinders, jooined togetherr by means of a non-confoormal
t interface ddo not
interface, whhere the cell boundaries at the
match. Thiss gives the advantage th
hat only the grid
containing thhe Pre-Duct needs
n
to be ch
hanged, wherre the
propeller gridd remains the same.

prop
peller with thee various Pree-Ducts from Figure 5 aree
plottted relative to the performaance of the op
pen propeller..
Most of the com
mputations weere conducted
d for a thrustt
60 . The perfo
formance for two
t
ducts hass
loadiing CTa = 1.6
been
n computed fo
or a higher ppropeller thru
ust loading off
CTa = 2.42 , whicch is an incrrease in thrust loading off
somee 50%. Thee thus obtaiined thrust loadings aree
conssidered represeentative for a large numberr of full blockk
shipss (see e.g. Meuwis
M
[2011]]. The thrust loading CTa
used
d here is based
d on the advannce velocity:

CTa =

T
1
2

ρU (1 − wv ) AP
2
0

2

(14))

The results for thee increased thrrust loading on
o the Ducts 3
and 4 are indicaated in Figurre 6 as welll, the arrowss
indiccating increasiing thrust loadding.

Fiigure 5 System
matic variation series A
Figure 6 Performance plot for thhe systematic variation
v
seriess
A

# Elements

# Surface
Elements

Max y+

Average y+

T
Table
1

12.3M

-

-

-

Axi-symmeetric
body

-

0.8M
M

1.0

0.662

Pre-Duct

-

0.1M
M

2.2

0..7

25.6M

-

-

-

Propeller

-

1.1M
M

2.1

0..3

Hub

-

0.1M
M

0.3

0..1

GRID1 Torpedo

GRID2 Proopeller

The iterativee convergencee of the velociities are below
w 10-3
in the L∞ nnorm (max reesidual in wh
hole computattional
1 -5 in the L2 norm (RMS vvalue
domain) andd well below 10
of all residduals). For the pressuree and turbuulence
quantities thhe iterative coonvergence iss often to be seen
below 10-4 oor lower in thee L∞ norm. Fu
urther converggence
is possible, bbut would not lead to other resulting forcces or
conclusions.
5.2 Results of Pre-Duct
P
computations

The perform
mance of the different
d
Pre-D
Duct geometrries is
presented in Figure 6, whhere the thrustt and torque oof the

Duriing these comp
putations, thee propeller rotaation rate wass
kept at a constant rpm, and he
hence the prop
peller did nott
b
the thrustt
operrate at the selff propulsion pooint ship, as both
demaand and the wake
w
of the shhip is changeed slightly forr
every
y other Pre-D
Duct. The reqquired powerr for the new
w
conffiguration is th
hen obtained fr
from:

PD = 2π Qn

(15))

To account
a
for thiis deviation inn rotation rate from the selff
prop
pulsion point rotation
r
rate, it has been assumed
a
(andd
num
merically veriffied) that the Thrust-Torqu
ue relation inn
term
ms of dT / dQ
Q is unaffecteed. The requirred power forr
any Pre-Duct
P
conffiguration cann thus be assessed from thee
comp
puted Thrust-Torque relat
ation and a correction inn
torqu
ue for the seelf propulsionn point. The correction inn
torqu
ue is thus obtained
o
from
m the horizo
ontal distancee
betw
ween a calculated point annd the ΔT = ΔQ line. A
furth
her correction
n is then reequired for the
t
propellerr
rotattion rate, deviating slightlyy from the ro
otation rate att
this self propulssion point. A first estim
mate of thiss
correection can be made by asssuming that both the thrustt
and the torque coefficient rem
main constantt for a smalll
n rate. This iss
increease or decreaase of the proppeller rotation
stricttly speaking not true, but corrections are
a small andd
will only amplify the thus obtaiined power diifference withh
n rate correctioon.
increeasing rotation
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Difference in power demand
relative to open propeller [%]

The results from this Poower correctiion proceduree are
Figure 7 as the ratio of required
r
poweer PD
plotted in F
between the duct configuration and the open propelleer.
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
Open D7
Prop

D
D1

D2

D3

D4

D5

D
D6

Duct numberr
C_T
TA=1.60

C_TA
A=2.42

Figure 7 Rattio of required
d power PD to the power requ
uired
for the same open propelleer for the vario
ous duct geomeetries

One can obsserve that forr all Pre-Ductt cases, the ppower
required for a given speedd is higher thaan for the refer
erence
T best perfo
orming duct foor the
case with opeen propeller. The
lower CTa is approx. 1% worse
w
in required power thaan the
ncreased proppeller
reference caase without duct. The in
loading has a positive effeect on the ductt effectivenes s, but
the best ductt (D3 HL) stilll requires som
me 1% increaase in
power demannd relative to the reference open propelleer.
This findingg is somewhatt contradictorry to many reesults
m
tests, where
w
savings up to
that were obttained from model
7% have bbeen claimedd for full block
b
ships (e.g.
Hollenbach SMP’11). In many of thesse cases any large
on could noot be
scale bounddary layer fllow separatio
detected, suuggesting thatt at least in some casess, the
avoidance oof large scalee separation (mechanism 4 of
Section 4.1) could not be confirmed.
c

Fig
gure 8 Relativee radial thrustt distribution for
f the seven
different Pree-Ducts

The hypothesized
d mechanism
ms 3c and 3d cannot bee
uated becausee of the axisym
mmetric flow in
i this case.
evalu
Let us
u now take a closer look aat the mechaniism similar too
that of the propelller duct, wherre the propelleer is unloadedd
by th
he duct, such that the axiall losses of thee propeller aree
dimiinished. In this case, the m
mean velocity
y through thee
prop
peller disc sh
hould be incrreased. The effect
e
of thiss
pum
mping power by
y the Pre-Ducct (or thrust un
nloading) cann
be asssessed by thee relations (122) and (13) wh
hen the thrustt
loadiing of the pareent propeller iis known and the mass fluxx
throu
ugh the propeller disk is evaluated frrom the CFD
D
resullts. It can be observed
o
from
m the change in
n massflow inn
Figu
ure 9 that the mean
m
velocityy through the propeller
p
diskk
increeases up to som
me 4% (up to 6% after corrrection for thee
self propulsion
p
point).

mechanisms 3 for
h
Let us now evaluate the hypothesized
h these system
matic
energy savinng from Secttion 4.1 with
results. Due to the choice of an axisy
ymmetric hulll, the
d
is not affected . The
circumferenttial velocity distribution
radial veloccity distributtion is however significcantly
affected by the Pre-Ducct action, as can be seeen in
Figure 8, w
where the raadial thrust production
p
off the
propeller is ggiven for the different
d
Pre-D
Duct geometriies.
It can be obbserved that with increasing loading oof the
duct, the infllow velocitiess at the lower propeller raddii are
increasing annd that they are
a decreasing
g towards the outer
radii, conseqquently leadinng to a shiftt in blade loaading
towards the blade tip. Inn this case, this axisymm
metric
c be neutraalized by channging
change in bllade loading can
the radial pittch and cambber distributio
on of the bladde, so
that the optim
mum blade looading is resto
ored. This rem
medial
action can hhowever not be taken so
o easily whenn the
velocity fieldd is far from axisymmetric,
a
such as in thee case
of a real shipp.

Figure
F
9 The reelative changess in mass flow, forces and
viscous w
wake

The consequencee of this inncreased velo
ocity on thee
prop
peller
unlo
oading
cann
be
read
r
from
m
Figu
ure 10 and ap
ppears to givee a propeller unloading off
somee 5% for a CTa = 1.60 . The effect on the ideall
efficciency in behind condition follows from
m eq. (12) andd
appeears to result in an increasse of less thaan 1% for thee
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duct with thee highest flow
w acceleration D4. The ductts D2
and D3 givve the best performance
p
from a pow
wering
perspective hhowever.

C
analysis on a systemaatically varied set of Pre-A CFD
Ductts on an axi-symmetric bbody, reveals that for thee
thrusst loading coefficient off a container vessel, noo
substantial benefitts could be obbtained, despitte the fact thatt
power reductions up to 7% havee been claimeed in literaturee
f
block sh
hips. These cconclusions were
w
typicallyy
for full
based on model teests. It is conccluded that if such benefitss
woulld occur, theey must be caused by a favourablee
cond
ditioning of the
t flow by the Pre-Ductt, so that thee
prop
peller can opeerate at a hig
igher efficiency. The Pre-Ductts used in th
his study werre not able to
t reduce thee
overrall power dem
mand.

Figure 10 Relation between
n mean velocity
y through prop
peller
dissk uP/U0 and propeller thrustt ratio τ

It is recommended
d therefore, thhat for a reliab
ble assessmentt
t
consequences in pow
wer demand, an accuratee
of the
prop
peller modelin
ng is necessary
ry. This leaves doubts withh
the adequacy
a
of BEM
B
methodss for such modeling, as thee
geneerally used wake
w
modelingg in these methods is nott
likely to accuratelly account forr an inclined flow
f
or strongg
veloccity gradientss. Full RANSS methods aree expected too
offerr this resolutio
on in modelingg.

The effect oof duct geom
metry on visccous wake iss also
shown in Fiigure 9. The ducts D1-D3
3 show an allmost
constant visccous wake frraction of 0.2
29-0.30, wherre no
separation oon the ducts has occurred
d. For the hiighest
loaded ducts, separation occurs
o
on the duct
d itself, cau
ausing
the increasinng viscous waake fraction. This effect caannot
give a net poositive contribuution to the effficiency.

The author is much
m
indebtedd to Bart Scchuiling, whoo
perfo
ormed the computations and perform
med the postt
processing with endless ennergy. Also the variouss
ussions with my colleaggues Arjan Lampe, Jann
discu
Holttrop, Jie Dan
ng, Martin H
Hoekstra and many otherr
colleeagues are graatefully acknow
wledged.

The above rresults lead to
t the conclusion that thee PreDucts do noot contribute in a similar way to a hhigher
efficiency as ducts aroundd a propeller (ssee e.g. Oosteerveld
g the propellerr hull
(1970)). Alsoo their effect on improving
interaction thhrough a posssible increasee in viscous wake
did not lead tto significant gains for a reepresentative tthrust
loading of CTa = 1.60 , based on ship sp
peed.
This leads to the concclusion that if Pre-Ductss are
successful, itt must appareently be causeed to a large eextent
by an improvved propeller efficiency
e
duee to a change iin the
3D velocity field. This reemaining hypothesis can nnot be
mmetric body
y and is yet tto be
evaluated onn this axi-sym
verified.
On the moodeling of thhe propeller for this typpe of
computationss, it is concluded that thee effect of a nonuniform infloow and/or incclined inflow is to be accurrately
represented bby the methodd. This leavess some doubtt with
the typical ppropeller moddeling in BE
EM codes, as they
might not sufficiently accuurately modell this effect. R
RANS
e
in theorry.
codes shouldd capture this effect
6.

CON
NCLUSIONS AND RECOM
MMENDATION
NS

The paper sttarts with a reeview of energ
gy losses prodduced
by the proppeller-hull syystem, as an
ny Energy Saaving
Device needds to improve on at least on
ne of these loosses.
r
e B-series proppeller
The losses prroduced by a representative
and a methhod to assess the effect of hull-proppeller
interaction aare then discuussed. Perhap
ps one of thee less
well understtood Energy Saving Devicces is the Prre- or
Upstream Duuct.

7.
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